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BRIGITTE BARDOT FRENCH ICON IS UPSET AND CLAIMS AN EYE FOR EYE TO
THE DOG BURIED
SHE SPEAKS ON EUROPE 1 RADIO

Paris, Washington DC, 10.08.2015, 18:37 Time

USPA NEWS - Brigitte Bardot worldwide star, French former actress, spoke about the case of the dog found buried alive. Brigitte
Bardot head of her foundation to protect animals, protests firmly and claims the law of retaliation. "AN EYE FOR AN EYE“� for the
guilty She gave an interview to French Europe 1 Radio

“IT IS ABOMINABLE“� SAID BRIGITTE BARDOT SHOKED BY THE BURYING OF THE DOG ALIVE-------------------
"It's abominable": Here is the first reaction when Brigitte Bardot Saturday morning gave an interview on Europe 1 radio. The famous
former actress discussed the case of this dog, recently rescued when she was buried alive. The story, unveiled on Facebook,
provoked disgust many French, so much so that an online petition shows more than 400,000 signatures to demand the maximum
punishment for the perpetrator, namely 2 years in prison and € 30,000 fine.
"I would like us to do the same thing!" Two years in prison and a fine? Brigitte Bardot believes that this is an inadequate sentence.
Eternal animal lover, president of the Bardot foundation requested by expressing her sadness, on radio d'Europe 1: "applying the law
of retaliation, by EYE FOR EYE".

PHOTO "Shocked and dehydrated" according to police sources, it is transported to a veterinary clinic in Levallois-Perret (Hauts-de-
Seine).
The poor dog, a “mastiff Bordeaux“�, was discovered in the early afternoon on Saturday in a wasteland by a waterfront that walking
his dog, have we learned from sources. "Her body was surrounded by stones and rubble bag hung on his leash to prevent his release,"
reports a police source. She is now safe and in good hands, collected by the veterinary services of the police.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------"The dog has more than ten years and suffers from osteoarthritis, it is
hard to imagine the dog running up," says the same source.The owner will be tried for cruelty to an animal and contempt of a person
holding the public authority in March 2016. He faces up to two years in prison and 30,000 euros fine.

BRIGITTE BARDOT A PLANETARY STAR DEDICATED TO ANIMAL PRPOTECTION--------------------------------------
Brigitte Bardot renowned as “BB“� is a French former actress, singer and fashion model, who later became an animal rights activist.
She was one of the best known sex symbols of the 1950s and 1960s and was widely referred to by her initials.[Starting in 1969,
Bardot became the official face of Marianne (who had previously been anonymous) to represent the liberty of France. She is the
French Marylyn Monroe, so loved and appreciated by General De Gaulle, and was the first woman as a divorced to be invited at the
Elysee Palace at that time, by the President himself, General De Gaulle.-----------------------------
n fashion, the Bardot neckline (a wide open neck that exposes both shoulders) is named after her. Bardot popularised this style which
is especially used for knitted sweaters or jumpers although it is also used for other tops and dresses. Bardot popularised the bikini in
her early films such as Manina (1952) (released in France as Manina, la fille sans voiles).
Bardot retired from the entertainment industry in 1973. During her career in show business, she starred in 47 films, performed in
several musical shows and recorded over 60 songs. She was awarded the Legion of Honour in 1985 but refused to receive it.In 1986,
she established the Brigitte Bardot Foundation for the Welfare and Protection of Animals. She became a vegetarian and raised three
million francs to fund the foundation by auctioning off jewellery and personal belongings.

"The human being is completely dehumanized." "I am for the law of retaliation", outbid Brigitte Bardot. "The human force against the
weakness of the animal, that 's enough. We must not take advantage of that!" Said the famous actress, great protector of animals who
dedicated decades of years through her foundation in that sense.-------------------------------------------
The actress took advantage of his visit to our antenna to draw a parallel with the case of Cecil lion shot by an American dentist,
amateur safari. "The human being is completely dehumanized, we can no longer understand these atrocious and barbaric acts," said
Brigitte Bardot, on this International Day of the cat. The actress demanded more respect for animal life. The irony is that it has
expressed to the media the same day of the Day of cats ... "Brigitte Bardot, do not change and stay faithful to you even your principles



and values towards animals!" would say anyone sensitive enough to protect harmless animals, I would say even " Humanly enough"...
SOURCE: Europe 1, AFP, Lessentiel, bottom line fondationbrigittebardot.fr. Retrieved 21 August 2010, Life & Style , Institut Francais
and Bardot became BB
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